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Tarta Kid

For ages 
6 months 
– 3 years

14 Bases Seat



Wooden Highchair
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Height from ground to footrest is 55cm

Incline of footrest is 8°

Water resistant coating4

Footrest adjustable to 5 heights
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Tarta Kid is an innovative system that can be 
transferred easily between its four compatible 
bases, making it the most versatile early 
intervention seat.

Tarta Kid’s simple, yet stylish design means it 
can be easily integrated into any home.

With its four compatible bases, Tarta Kid can 
be used at home, in school, outdoors, etc.

Supports a child on the floor 
or on the couch

Multipurpose Base

Easy to carry1
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Standard Occipital Mandibular Chest support

Compatible

Accessories

Head Supports Secondary Supports



Height-adjustable Highchair
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Tilt adjustment from 8° to 22°

Equipped with wheels for mobility

Foldable

Removable table

 Adjustable seat height from 42 to 67 cm1
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Light to carry

Safe and fast application to any table

Table Seat

AbductorPelvic belt Lumbar wedgeSeat wedge

Compatible Bases

Secondary Supports Wedges

3 Can be used at home, in restaurants, etc



Design
The aesthetically appealing 
design has been devised so the 
Tarta Kid can be incorporated 
easily into any home.

Multifunctional
Tarta Kid has been 
designed to be used 
in different situations 
during the day. From
chair to stroller, couch 
to restaurant table, etc. 

With four changeable 
configurations available 
for the one system, Tarta 
Kid offers versatility like 
no other Early Intervention 
Seat on the market.

Adjustable
The shell of the Tarta Kid is made from 
mouldable aeronautic aluminium which
allows anyone to adjust the shape to 
support the child. 

This material allows the immediate 
alteration of height, depth, width, 
and incline. No tools necessary!

Comfort
Foam and microfiber 
fabric pads provide a 
unique feeling of security 
and softness.

Supportive
Tarta Kid provides soft yet 
sturdy postural support by 
hugging the child within 
its lateral arms, embracing 
them while they are seated.

Machine Washable at 40°

The durable fabric can be 
removed and machine 
washed at up to 40°. 

Features and Benefits

Tarta Kid
Tarta Kid is a brand new transferable Early Intervention Seat 
that redefines the concept of paediatric seating support. 

Tarta Kid helps to enhance the development of babies and young infants, improving 
posture and function, which in turn improves their communication, sensory perception, 
and overall well-being.

A multifunctional seating solution, the Tarta Kid provides comfort while 
supporting the ergonomic needs of a child between 6 months to 3 years, 
during their growth and physical development.
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All Tarta Kid products have been carefully inspected before shipping, and 
have a 12 month warranty which does not cover normal wear or misuse.


